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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE &  
CHIEF VIGILANCE OFFICER, KSEBL, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-4

Present: K.PADMAKUMAR IPS.

Sub: -Award of Good Service Entry to Police personnel - sanctioned.

Order No.1/CVO Camp/2017   Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 17.01.2017

The following Police personnel are awarded Good Service Entry in recognition of their good and sincere work during my tenure.

1) Sri. Unnikrishnan, CPO 9580, DHQ, EKM Rural.
2) Sri. Prasad KG, CPO E 12410 ,AR Camp, EKM Rural.
3) Sri. Nadirsha, CPO 10145, DHQ, EKM Rural.
5) Sri. Shaji, DVR SCPO 9183, AR Camp, EKM Rural.

K.PADMAKUMAR IPS,  
ADGP & CHIEF VIGILANCE OFFICER,  
KSEB LIMITED.

To

(1) The Individuals (Through District Police Chief, EKM Rural).  
(2) The DPC, EKM Rural for necessary action.